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Environmental Security

2004

the work is an authentic and comprehensive one on environmental security some important
topics discussed are environmental security a theoretical quest politics of environment
security and problems of widening environmental scarcity of resources global climate
change etc useful for environmentalists researchers

Environmental Security

2013

economic development population growth and poor resource management have combined to
alter the planet s natural environment in dramatic and alarming ways the field of
environmental security has matured in response to improved scientific understanding of
the causes and trends of global environmental change research conducted in the past two
decades has grappled with this core set of questions in a variety of ways generating
findings and hypotheses that have stimulated considerable intellectual and policy
activity this volume takes stock of the research and organizes it into a framework
described in the first chapter of the volume that clarifies its achievements as well as
identifies its weaknesses and gaps this is followed by seven chapters representing the
various ways in which environmental change and security have been linked and including
the principal critiques of this linkage a third section explores six key issue areas
water population development food energy and climate change the book concludes with a
chapter on the future of environmental security

Environmental Security

2014-02-03

this student friendly textbook offers a survey of the competing conceptions and
applications of the increasingly prominent notion of environmental security the book is
divided into three sections in the first the key theoretical and practical arguments
for and against bringing together environmental and security issues are set out the
book then goes on to present how and why environmental issues have come to be framed in
some quarters as national security concerns in the context of the effects of
overpopulation resource depletion climate change and the role of the military as both a
cause and a solution to problems of pollution and natural disasters finally the third
section explores the case for treating the key issues of environmental change as
matters of human security overall the book will provide a clear systematic and thorough
overview of all dimensions of an area of great academic and real world political
interest but one that has rarely been set out in an accessible textbook format hitherto
this book will be essential reading for students of environmental studies critical and
human security global governance development studies and ir in general

Security and the Environment

2010-05-06

in 1993 the first clinton administration declared environmental security a national
security issue but by the end of the bush administrations environmental security had
vanished from the government s agenda this book uses changing us environmental security
policy to propose a revised securitisation theory one that both allows insights into
the intentions of key actors and enables moral evaluations in the environmental sector
of security security and the environment brings together the subject of environmental
security and the copenhagen school s securitisation theory drawing on original
interviews with former key players in united states environmental security rita floyd
makes a significant and original contribution to environmental security studies and



security studies more generally this book will be of interest to international
relations scholars and political practitioners concerned with security as well as
students of international environmental politics and us policy making

Environmental Security and Gender

2014-08-21

over the past 20 years scholars policymakers and the media have increasingly recognized
the links between both traditional and non traditional security issues and the changing
condition of the global environment concepts such as environmental security and
resource conflict have been used to hint at these significant linkages while there has
been a good deal of scholarly work conducted that seeks to identify the ways that
actors link these concepts there has been little examination of the intersection
between approaches to environmental security and gender this book explores this
intersection to provide an insight into the gendered nature of both global
environmental politics and security studies it examines how the issues of security and
the environment are linked to theory and practice and the extent to which gender
informs these discussions by adopting a feminist environmental security discourse this
book provides crucial redefinitions of key concepts and offers new insights into the
ways we understand security environment connections case studies evaluate if and how
environment and security discourses are being used to understand a range of
environmental issues and how a feminist environmental security discourse contributes to
our understanding of security environment connections this multidisciplinary volume
draws on literature from the environmental sciences security studies and sociology to
highlight the complex human insecurities that often accompany environmental change as
conceptualizations of security continue to shift and broaden to include environmental
issues and concerns it is imperative that gender informs the debate

Environmental Security

2013-01-24

this timely volume presents the key concepts issues and debates surrounding
environmental security illustrating through a range of examples and cases how global
environmental matters and international security are closely linked issues of climate
change dwindling resources natural disaster and disease that comprise environmental
security are at the forefront of global politics and the media today environmental
security a guide to the issues is a primer for anyone attuned to these threats this
well reasoned thought provoking volume establishes and updates the connection between
global environmental problems and international security describing existing theories
of environmental security and illustrating them with evidence from present day global
ecological realities specifically the book shows readers how both shortages and
abundance of natural resources such as fresh water oil and natural gas and diamonds and
timber can contribute to conflict and insecurity it also discusses how agriculture and
fisheries issues affect food security with international ramifications how global
ecosystem shifts like climate change are affecting both the earth and the movement of
people on it and how war and preparation for war can affect the natural environment
finally the book explores how nations can and must cooperate with each other to
confront and manage these threats

Environmental Security in Greece

2021-11-10

environmental security in greece establishes stakeholders perceptions of environmental
security and energy security taking a q methodology and digital media research
framework approach in depth individual viewpoints and opinions of policymakers energy
industry leaders ngos members and the public are described throughout



ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

2022-04

this book surveys the global researches on environment through the prism of security
studies environmental security and sustainable development has featured prominently in
the discourse of academic international relations and real world international
relations among the countries not everyone though is convinced of the merits of
treating ecological concerns as matters of political emergency and environmental
security as a concept remains highly contested in addition environmental security is
inconsistently interpreted by its advocates since security in terms of its meaning and
the means of achieving it is viewed differently by different political actors and
thinkers as a consequence of this the academic literature on environmental security
that has evolved over the past few decades has tended to polarize rather than
synthesize into clearer thinking this book seeks to provide some much needed clarity to
thinking about environmental security by presenting the debate on the appropriateness
and meaning of this concept in a systematic and accessible format

Environmental Security

1993

this book discusses ways to deepen the debate on the linkages between global risks and
human and environmental security the approach put forward in this book is one of
questioning the ability of existing concepts regulatory frameworks technologies and
decision making mechanisms to accurately deal with emerging risks to human and
environmental security and to act in the direction of effectively managing their
impacts and fostering the resilience of concerned systems and resources empirical
research findings from africa asia and the pacific islands are provided during the last
decades the links between emerging risks and the security of humans and nature have
been the object of considerable research and deliberations however it is only recently
becoming an important focus of policy making and advocacy in this contributed volume it
is presumed that the ability or lack thereof to make innovative conceptual frameworks
institutional and policy arrangements and technological advances for managing the
current emerging risks will foster or undermine the environmental security and
consequently determine the future human security moreover taking into account the links
between environmental climate security human security and sustainability will help
frame a new research agenda and potentially develop a broad range of responses to many
delicate questions

Human and Environmental Security in the Era of Global
Risks

2018-10-24

in this collection timothy doyle and melissa risely bring together an international
group of environmentalists political scientists and international relations scholars to
address key issues vital to determining the human and environmental security of the
indian ocean region addressing topics that include agrifood production systems the
geopolitics of water resources along the mekong river basin oil production
transportation waste disposal and climate change the contributors highlight the
importance of regional collaboration and offer policy and management strategies for
cooperative multinational problem solving

Crucible for Survival

2008

the end of the cold war paved the way to a substantial demilitarization and conversion



but has left many open issues former military installations military training areas and
huge quantities of unserviceable ammunition and equipment pose a severe threat to the
environment of both nato and partner countries this volume includes the perspectives
and conversion strategies of both western and eastern states

Environmental Security and Public Safety

2007-01-08

the routledge handbook on environmental security provides a comprehensive accessible
and sophisticated overview of the field of environmental security the volume outlines
the defining theories major policy and programming interventions and applied research
surrounding the relationship between the natural environment and human and national
security through the use of large scale research and ground level case analyses from
across the globe it details how environmental factors affect human security and
contribute to the onset and continuation of violent conflict it also examines the
effects of violent conflict on the social and natural environment and the importance of
environmental factors in conflict resolution and peacebuilding organized around the
conflict cycle the handbook is split into four thematic sections section i
environmental factors contributing to conflict section ii the environment during
conflict section iii the role of the environment in post conflict peacebuilding and
section iv cross cutting themes and critical perspectives this handbook will be
essential reading for students of environmental studies human security global
governance development studies and international relations in general

Routledge Handbook of Environmental Security

2021-12-21

security has tended to be seen as based on military force yet this illusion is
crumbling literally and figuratively before our eyes in the conflict zones of iraq
afghanistan and africa it is now clear that real human security defined by the
commission on human security as protecting vital freedoms can only be achieved if the
full range of issues that underpin human security including environmental integrity are
addressed this ground breaking book authored by prominent international decision makers
tackles the global human security problem across the range of core issues including
terrorism nuclear proliferation access to water food security loss of biodiversity and
climate change the authors identify the causes of insecurity articulate the linkages
between the different elements of human security and outline an agenda for engaging
stakeholders from across the globe in building the foundations of genuine and lasting
human security for all nations and all people this is powerful necessary solution
focused reading in these times of peril global conflict mass inequity and rampant
environmental degradation

Human and Environmental Security

2013-06-17

in the post cold war era the pre eminent threats to our security derive from human
degradation of vital ecosystems as well as the possibility of war and terrorist attack
this substantial book examines this new security environment paradigm and the way in
which the activities of societies are shifting the balance with nature the
distinguished authors investigate this redefinition of security with particular
reference to environmental threats such as climate change and the availability of
adequate supplies of food and water they illustrate how unfettered economic growth
rising levels of personal consumption and unsustainable natural resource and energy
procurement are taking a heavy toll on the global environment this in turn is forcing
both developed and developing countries to re evaluate the more immediate environmental
security of their own populations for a truly global perspective the authors present a
series of country case studies looking at issues of security and environment and



comparing how they influence policy and human well being they also discuss a number of
theoretical issues which underpin discussions of environmental security demonstrating
that this is a relatively new and essentially contested concept

Human Security and the Environment

2002-01-01

this timely handbook on digital business ecosystems provides a comprehensive overview
of current research and industrial applications as well as suggestions for future
developments multi disciplinary in scope the handbook includes rigorously researched
contributions from over 80 global expert authors from a variety of areas including
administration and management economics computer science industrial engineering and
media and communication

Rethinking Environmental Security

2022-05-06

in recent years the concept of environmental security has been adapted to include
preparedness for acts of ecoterrorism this latter term has now become synonymous with
environmental terrorism where the perpetrator uses the environment as a weapon to harm
an opponent the intended outcome is usually large scale deaths severe damage to the
environment and instilling fear in the general population this book explores various
facets of ecoterrorism including the role of the state in pursuing and maintaining
environmental security a review of the concept of ecoterrorism food security challenges
and weaknesses technological countermeasures to enable rapid detection or response and
existing pollution sources and hazards that may serve as targets for terrorist acts in
sum this volume provides a useful overview for both the layperson and experienced
researchers

Environmental Security and Ecoterrorism

2011-05-14

since the end of the cold war environmental matters especially the international
implications of environmental degradation have figured prominently in debates about
rethinking security but do the assumptions underlying such discussions hold up under
close scrutiny in this first treatment of environmental security from a truly critical
perspective simon dalby shows how attempts to explain contemporary insecurity falter
over unexamined notions of both environment and security adding environmental history
aboriginal perspectives and geopolitics to the analysis explicitly suggests that the
growing disruptions caused by a carbon fueled and expanding modernity are at the root
of contemporary difficulties environmental security argues that rethinking security
means revisiting the question of how we conceive identities as endangered and how we
perceive threats to these identities the book clearly demonstrates that the conceptual
basis for critical security studies requires an extended engagement with political
theory and with the assumptions of the modern subject as progressive political agent
viewed thus on a global scale the environmental security discourse raises profoundly
troubling political questions as to who we are and what kind of world we are
collectively making in our efforts to be secure

Environmental Security

2002

this book is based on a conference addressing the relationship between the environment
and security in the post cold war world it brings together scholars and practitioners
from a variety of different disciplines and perspectives in an effort to both explore



the complexities of the relationship between environmental variables and security
conditions and re focus the debate within the environmental community the book combines
analytical frameworks and case study material with proposals for addressing
environmental challenges and enhancing the security and welfare of peoples states and
regions

Environment and Security

2000-05-16

at least two things are certain about world politics today environmental problems are
important and discourses on security remain powerful environment and security have been
progressively linked in theory and environmental security is now manifest in policy but
the meaning of environmental security is ambiguous and open to appropriation and an
examination of its various interpretations and applications reveals much about the
state of global environmental politics this book offers a comprehensive critical
discussion of environmental security it discusses the origins and implications of a
wide variety of approaches to the subject barnett argues that ultimately environmental
security is driven more by the power of security makers than by the need to address
environmental problems by systematically uncovering the deficiencies of existing
discourses on environmental security barnett goes beyond critique and develops an
alternative approach with practical implications

The Meaning of Environmental Security

2001-01-01

presents diverse views on the relationship between environmental politics and
international security

Contested Grounds

1999-04-23

nine contributed chapters explore the linkages between environmental quality and
security in the countries of the former soviet bloc based on papers presented at a
conference at carleton u ottawa in february 1993 the contributions are updated to
reflect developments through the end of 1993 annotation copyright by book news inc
portland or

Environmental Security And Quality After Communism

1995

this book focuses on both north south and south south relations to reveal an
understanding of major climate change and climate change management issues through
practices and narratives of environmental security in a specific regional context

Environmental Security

1991

the concept of environmental security was introduced in an attempt to expand this
conceptualization of security by suggesting that human induced environmental
degradation and demographic pressures are new emerging security problems at the
national and international levels the argument for an environmental security
perspective arose from three key observations environmental threats can have
catastrophic outcomes traditional security thinking does not prepare society to deal
with these threats and unlike traditional security issues environmental threats are not



confined by national boundaries the united nations environment programme unep states
that over the last 60 years at least 40 percent of all internal conflicts have been
linked to the exploitation of natural resources in addition more than two billion
people have been affected by disasters and conflicts since 2000 common examples of
these new threats are climate change and sea level rise ozone depletion deforestation
land degradation over fishing fresh water scarcity and increased spread of infectious
diseases

Environmental Security in the Asia-Pacific

2015-06-16

authored by international experts from academia international organizations governments
and ngos this book highlights the main environmental security issues in the south east
european see countries with a particular focus on climate change and water management
the common goal of the authors was to provide a reliable evaluation of whether existing
legal regimes and correct implementation of applicable international treaties may
contribute to reducing environmental security risks in the region in depth analyses and
assessment of major challenges in compliance serve as a firm ground which such
evaluation is based on this volume is recommended for public officials legal
practitioners and consultants its interest may also extend beyond the see countries
serving as a case study of a broader and paradigmatic relevance of the analysis and
management of environmental and security issues in a trans boundary context

Environmental Security: Is it a Useful Concept?

2018-08-14

this comprehensive handbook tackles the increasingly urgent problem of the impact of
climate change on conflict and human security it analyses the ways in which scarcity of
resources leads to food water and health insecurities resulting in population migration
featuring contributions from leading international scholars chapters cover how these
contribute globally to societal insecurity and violent conflict in a growing number of
regions

Environmental Security in South-Eastern Europe

2011-01-15

history has shown how powerful societies decline when natural resources are unable to
be replenished this book explores the challenges facing coastal areas during in the
near future it emphasizes beliefs that the convergence of seemingly disparate
viewpoints and uncertain and limited information is possible only by using available
risk assessment methodologies and decision making tools such as multi criteria decision
analysis mcda

Handbook of Security and the Environment

2021-05-28

this work presents the evolution of the traditional concept of national security as
military security to additionally embrace environmental security and then necessarily
also social societal security thence to be termed comprehensive human security it
accomplishes this primarily by presenting 11 of the author s own benchmark papers
published between 1983 and 2010 additionally providing bibliographic citations to a
further 36 of the author s related publications during that period the work stresses
the importance of transfrontier regional cooperation and also recognizes global
overpopulation as a key impediment to achieving comprehensive human security



Environmental Security in Harbors and Coastal Areas

2007-05-24

this book presents a comprehensive account of the energy and environmental security
perspectives of the developing countries to address the subject comprehensively it
covers four geographically diverse clusters of developing countries from across the
world the regions particularly focused on are south asia south east asia sub sahara
africa and latin america it is a valuable contribution to the debate and policy and
research activities around the subjects of energy and environmental security in the
developing countries and beyond the book covers the interwoven subjects of energy
security and environmental security in the context of developing countries for the
first time it discusses the latest dimensions challenges and solutions around taking
into account technical economic social and policy perspectives it incorporates up to
date data case studies and comparative assessment this edited book has contributions
from established as well as emerging scholars from around the world it benefits a wide
range of stakeholders from the fields of energy environment and sustainable development
it is of help to academics researchers and analysts in these fields besides having
appeal for policymakers and national and international developmental organizations it
also helps developing countries to learn from each other s experiences

Environmental Security

1989

one significant element is dragging the world community toward the necessity of going
beyond national borders and interests to work together in the face of the new
challenges that it poses the environment and its security today the biggest and maybe
the most neglected threat to humanity in many pundits eyes is global warming just to
mention a few some of the most felt effects of climate change are rising sea levels
resource depletion freshwater shortages deforestation biodiversity loss and natural
disasters like floods hurricanes droughts and wildfires the severity of these
environmental problems has brought to the fore profound discussions on their impact on
humans states and the world as a whole as a result debates over the securitization of
the environment have gained prominence this book aims to present different dimensions
of environmental security and their impact on international politics well known
scholars from turkey and abroad reflected on recent trends on environmental security
and at the same time the environmental policies of several actors with a special
attention on tu rkiye

Atoms, Whales, and Rivers

1995

the permafrost regions of the planet are remote barren and isolated as far as the
decision makers are concerned these inhospitable regions are simply out of sight out of
mind having no immediate effect on the global environment and habitat those who are
pioneering the study of the permafrost however know better as they confront the
sustainable development of these peculiarly resource rich regions it rapidly became
evident that social survival was not merely a matter of technology and sustainable
development involved more than just bringing in adequate machinery operating in
permafrost regions necessitates a thorough understanding of all aspects of their
ecology this state of the art book on permafrost discusses the topic in terms of
geology biology chemistry physics climatology engineering land development
environmental management social and economic impacts topics discussed include on and
offshore data assessment past and future permafrost evolution according to global
climate change engineering effects on permafrost and new dimensions in geocryology
including gas hydrates microbiology and information technology



From Environmental to Comprehensive Security

2013-07-04

acknowledging the importance of non traditional security in the wider debate this book
looks at one significant aspect namely environmental security the book discusses
different issues of theoretical and practical import through various chapters that deal
with the general need for study on human and environmental security its degradation due
to a variety of factors like climate change war pollution and resource utilization
moving from a regional south asian focus the book narrows down to specific cases within
india and the region at large to highlight the widespread effect anthropogenic factors
have had on environmental security a diverse set of articles from many authors has
meant a comprehensive perspective on a vital global and national concern

Energy and Environmental Security in Developing Countries

2021-03-03

environmental protection security and armed conflict is a timely reminder of the need
to integrate sustainable development into key areas of international law including all
phases of armed conflict onita das cleverly picks her way through the applicable law
and derives solid suggestions for the future karen hulme university of essex uk this
book explores environmental protection relevant to security and armed conflict from a
sustainable development perspective the author details how at each stage of the armed
conflict life cycle policy law and enforcement have fallen short of the sustainable
development model and concludes with a set of suggestions for how to address this
pressing concern the book considers and discusses environmental protection relevant to
security and armed conflict from a holistically sustainable development perspective
environmental protection relevant to security and armed conflict in the life cycle of
armed conflict pre conflict in conflict and post conflict uses substantive sustainable
development principles duty of states to ensure sustainable use of natural resources
equity and the eradication of poverty common but differentiated responsibilities
precautionary principle public participation good governance integration and
interrelationship and polluter pays principle as tools or objectives to achieve
sustainable development in the context of environmental protection relevant to security
and armed conflict the concept of sustainable development is utilized to fill the gaps
left by policy and law in the field of environmental protection relevant to security
and armed conflict the book also examines 5 case studies relating to somalia darfur
sudan sierra leone the first gulf war and the kosovo conflict this fascinating and
detailed study will strongly appeal to academics and postgraduate students in the
fields of both environmental protection and international law researchers policy makers
ngos and individuals working in the field

Different Dimensions of Environmental Security in Türkiye
and Beyond

2023-03-01

this book examines cross border environmental security within the context of human
security and regional integration the originality of the book is its comparative
research design which includes cases from europe asia and the americas the chapters
originally published as a special issue in globalizations

Environmental Security and Governance in the Americas

2001

the current volume provides examples of how environmental hazards such as landslides
earthquakes mountain processes cold climate processes and tidal flows and currents can



affect the energy supply infrastructure in times of uncertainty the security of the
european cross border energy supply infrastructure such as pipelines has great
importance whilst the potential effects of political disagreement economic inequalities
and social differences are relatively well understood the impact of environmental
change is often poorly appreciated by decision makers new approaches have been examined
for monitoring of hazardous landslide processes including early warning systems and
near real time 3d data processing and visualization the scientific problems of
environmental systems design have been discussed and approaches for their
implementation have been suggested new integrated remote sensing techniques consisting
mainly of hyperspectral and radar imagery are presented together with the processing of
monitoring data using gis techniques and in particular dynamic visualization attention
is also given to conceptual issues of environmental and energy security and the role of
education to help resolve environmental problems through cooperation in the development
of the european energy supply infrastructure

Permafrost Response on Economic Development, Environmental
Security and Natural Resources

2001-04-30

this seminal book results from a nato advanced research workshop at the university of
cambridge with russian co directorship enabling the first formal dialogue between nato
and russia about security issues in the arctic ocean involving interdisciplinary
participation with experts from 17 nations including all of the arctic states this
workshop itself reflects progress in arctic cooperation and collaboration interests now
are awakening globally to take advantage of extensive energy shipping fishing and
tourism opportunities in the arctic ocean as it is being transformed from a permanent
sea ice cap to a seasonally ice free sea this environmental state change is introducing
inherent risks of political economic and cultural instabilities that are centralized
among the arctic states and indigenous peoples with repercussions globally responding
with urgency environmental security is presented as an integrated approach for
assessing and responding to the risks as well as the opportunities generated by an
environmental state change in this book diverse perspectives on environmental security
in the arctic ocean are shared in chapters from high level diplomats parliamentarians
and government officials of arctic and non arctic states leaders of arctic indigenous
peoples organizations international law advisors from arctic states as well as the
united nations directors of inter governmental organizations and non governmental
organizations managers of multi national corporations political scientists historians
and economists along with earth system scientists and oceanographers building on the
common arctic issues of sustainable development and environmental protection
established by the arctic council environmental security offers an holistic approach to
assess opportunities and risks as well as develop infrastructure responses with law of
the sea as the key international legal framework to promote the peaceful uses of the
arctic ocean with vision for future generations environmental security is a path to
balance national interests and common interests in the arctic ocean for the lasting
benefit of all

The Unrecognised Peril

2015-05-07

Environmental Protection, Security and Armed Conflict

2013-01-01



Environmental Security in Transnational Contexts

2020-05

Environmental Security of the European Cross-Border Energy
Supply Infrastructure

2015-01-05

Environmental Security in the Arctic Ocean

2012-11-29
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